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The director was Jackie , the game designer
RichM and the writer was JackieN . Our game
designer collaborators worked alongside me on
this game, occasionally showing up and giving
input when asked. Even though it is a
collaboration, this game definitely belongs to
me as it was developed in my name and,
particularly, while I was developing it. Since it
was a final project for the MFA programme, it
was a meaningful project for me, and I
especially enjoyed the final development phase,
when we polished the game and the engine.
Since the bulk of the development was made
prior to the programme, I was able to devote it
to the project full time. I worked on this game
for approximately 10 months, although the
game was finished and ready for download only
approximately 6 weeks before I left New York
City for the final time. (I’m about to start
graduate school at the University of Toronto
soon, and I will release a new game about
halfway through my course.) I made this game
at the height of my relationship with my best
friend and collaborator Jackie , which went
through a rough patch. I was in a very
transitional time in my life, and it would be easy
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to say that this was the game I needed to make
for myself and to express through. The game
starts with a brief bit of dialogue, then moves to
a bondage scene where you can tie up, gag, and
interact with Lily in various ways, similar to a
dressup game. Lily makes sounds, blushes, and
changes facial expressions in response to your
actions! Bondage Lily 2, like its predecessor, is a
sandbox-y bondage toy in which you tie up, gag,
and play with the eponymous character, Lily.
The game starts with a brief, humorous
exchange of dialogue with branching choices;
then comes the fun stuff.

Jam Orbital Bondage Lily Game

This was originally gonna be part of Pack 4, but
it's been mighty long since I posted anything
new and this one was just too delicious not to
share. As for Pack 4 itself, you can expect that
to be up for sale within the next week or so. In

the meantime, feel free to grab Packs 1-3 and/or
Bondage Lily at the following links, as usual: Jam
Orbital Bondage LILY Jam Orbital Bondage LILY
2, like its predecessor, is a sandbox-y bondage
toy in which you tie up, gag, and play with the
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eponymous character, Lily. The game starts
with a brief, humorous exchange of dialogue
with branching choices; then comes the fun

stuff. Jam Orbital Bondage LILY 2, like its
predecessor, is a sandbox-y bondage toy in

which you tie up, gag, and play with the
eponymous character, Lily. The game starts
with a brief, humorous exchange of dialogue
with branching choices; then comes the fun
stuff. Bondage Lily 2 Bondage Lily 2, like its
predecessor, is a sandbox-y bondage toy in

which you tie up, gag, and play with the
eponymous character, Lily. The game starts
with a brief, humorous exchange of dialogue
with branching choices; then comes the fun

stuff. When the scene is over, there’s a scenario
based on the dialogue choices you made and
things that happened in the scene, that gets
progressively more “crazy” and sexual as it

progresses. The overall goal of the game is to
have sex with Lily. Bondage Lily 2 has many
more choices and things to do than the first

Bondage Lily, with many more layers of scenes.
The game is filled with new bondage toys and

customizations, as well as new items like a huge
cock made of dental floss, and lots of other
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crazy stuff. Note that this game is at least
partially suitable for mature audiences.
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